
First night of Bournemouth Little Theatre’s production of Noel Coward’s ‘Still Life’. 

On this particular evening, my a friend who usefully having never experienced BLT was entranced and charmed and verbal. She 

raved about the dark cosiness of the theatre, its recently enriched entrance with Lindsay Jones’ restored photographic display, 

Mo Hamill’s unearthing of old masks and paper ephemera for the lobby as well as Lindsay Jones’ current production photos.  

Receiving her ticket and complementary programme from the charming and tactful Sue Hyder, the professionalism of the     

documentation and seriousness of the archaeology of the stage setting impressed her. This was a far cry from her local           

expectation of a farce in another bare church hall.  

The original 1936 ‘Still Life’ was written and played as a cycle of 10 plays on aspects of love, three per evening so the onus on 

BLT was to fill out around the play giving the Covid crisis starved audience a sense-satisfying evening.  

It had already been indicated that we would get this through the beautiful flyer for the production photographed by Matthew 

Ellison at Swanage railway station with Joanne Owen as an elegant Laura senses touched through a carriage window by the 

hand of Peter Wilson.  

On our night, there was an intriguing collage of incidental songs from Al Bowly, news broadcasts and the sound of steam trains 

which seemed to pull arrival, play, and interval together as one experience. 

On stage, the beautiful period set of maroon and peach service counter (down to a wire cover over the buns) and green       

ginghamed table area with off stage back kitchen and station platform areas created a vibrant place for hugely contrasting 

lighting effects and  character action.  

The costuming adhered as far as possible to the late thirties early forties which due to its popularity in vintage circles is clearly 

becoming increasingly difficult to clothe. The cosmetics, stockings, bags and underwear of the period seemed to present a    

particular difficulty: Beryl was not issued a petticoat. Her mac was modern as was the stubble on the two thirsty soldiers. 

Myrtle, Beryl, Albert (Myrtle’s love interest) and Stanley (Beryl’s love interest) worked exclusively on our left for comic effect 

and socially separated from Laura and Alec, aka ‘Romeo and Juliet’ on our right who played seriously, sometimes agonisingly in 

the seasons of their love.  

The performance of Beverley Beck as Myrtle was particularly assured with some quick-witted adlibbing around a fumbled cake 

serving greatly appreciated by the audience. Tracey Nicholls as Laura gave an intense performance and Richard Cawte as Alec 

brought poise and an understanding of the cadence of Coward at his best- although he forgot to collect his briefcase for an early 

exit and his full gestures occasionally seemed anachronistic. Bethany Davies as Beryl showed a talent for pitiless, put down in-

toning in the bribery scene with Alec and Lee Tilson as Albert thoroughly enjoyed his role in station uniform especially when 

singing and hoofing to a popular, romantic medley which included ‘Two For tea’ for Myrtle’s benefit. James Bourner as Stanley 

produced a physically confident performance and seemed to have a very clear sense of his own place in that society. Mica 

Sharples as Mildred similarly stood and moved well in role. 

It was particularly satisfying to finally sight on stage Alan Lodge as the Young Man having seen him in many BLT read throughs. 

Thanks are due to the director, Patricia Richardson in obtaining such a coherent performance from the cast.  

Reviewer – Barbara Dale 

 


